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you'll be left with a deep desire to train yourself to sound softer, sweeter, and much more like a woman... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $29.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Sissy Speaks (24 minutes):

Hi sweet girl!

I'm so happy that you're here again, to seek My help and guidance in your transformation.
W/we both know that you love to accept My suggestions, and that you see Me as your role-
model for your feminine nature.

Today, I'm going to help you address an area, that I think is too often neglected by My special
girls...
I'm going to help you with your female voice.

To do this, I'm going to do what you love.  I'm going to take you deep into My hypnotic abyss,
and envelop you in My soft pink mist...
Yes, I know that you love that mist.

That soothing mist, that covers you from the tips of your toes, to the top of your head, and
makes you feel like a real girl...
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That mist that helps to transform you a little more, each time you encounter it.

Today, it's going to infiltrate those areas of your mind, that control the ways you speak.
It will seep in, and make you want to sound much more feminine, with every word you say.
you'll be left with a deep desire, to train yourself to sound softer, sweeter, and much more like
the women you encounter in your day to day life.

Every day, from now on, you'll need to practice your voice, and you'll seek out ways to train...

Be a good pet for Me; come and enjoy a soft gentle trance, that will leave you with sensations of
bliss, and soak up suggestions that will give you rewards, every time you speak like a girl...

Kisses, My sweet

Reviews

Monday, 24 January 2022 

As a sissy i always have been troubling with my more boyish voice. As i want to be the perfect sissy for Domina Shelle, i want to sound
sexy and girly too. After more than a week of conditioning to this file, it seems i finally found something that worked for me. i noticed that
my voice sounds not just simply higher pitched, it's different truly a bit more feminine and also with a hint of dripping arousal in it. i will
continue to listen over and over to get the perfect feminine voice for Domina and me. Thank You my beloved Owner for improving my
girlyself so much.

sissy slave andrea 

Saturday, 15 January 2022 

Just the motivation i needed to improve my sissy voice for Domina! So much has become so automatic now and I find myself switching
into my sissy voice SO much easier now…. i desire so badly to become Domina Shelles perfect lil sissy and this session helps me get
there! 

Bubbles 

Tuesday, 11 January 2022 

Exactly what I needed. I've been a bit behind on my vocal training and this gives me the motivation I need to carry on and finish. There's
no disobeying Domina, What she commands I must obey <3 <3 <3

Rose Willis 

Tuesday, 11 January 2022 

  Beautifully dreamy, soft and sweet, and oh so very seductive... That describes both Domina, and the contents of this file. This is a
gentle drift down, into that beautiful hypnotic abyss, that Domina created and controls, where only pleasure and beauty can exist. A
wonderful place where only beauty and bliss can exist. Once there, Domina will create sublime sensations within your heart and mind,
and fuel your desires to be even more feminine for Her. Just follow Her down, and experience pure pleasure, and allow Her to program
your mind. Be Her special girl, just as She desires, and tell Her how much you desire this, in your best feminine tones. As ever, She will
reward that surrender with pleasure. ?  

social recluse 
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